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From a 1964 British catalogue: 7912, 8270 and 8220 Bracelets. 
Here the bracelets are simply offered as accessories 

Omega Constellation Accessories 1952 – 72: Part 2 
 
 
The Incorporation of the Bracelet into the Constellation Design Story 
 
In the 1950s, Omega initially resisted pressure for it to 
produce watches with designated bracelets (the earlier 
Constellation Grand-Luxes being an exception) and this is 
why there is a paucity of Omega bracelets from that period. 
It wasn’t until the later 1950s that the company relented and 
began offering a range of branded metal bracelets. These 
were not generally earmarked for specific models, but as a 
point of sale opportunity for customers.   
 
Omega promoted initially its new range of metal bracelets in 
what, today, would be regarded a quite an erratic fashion. 
Advertisements over time showed various models in 
‘competition’ for the same range of bracelet styles, the 
watch and bracelets retaining their specific reference 
numbers. Thus, it can be stated with certainty that, apart 
from Grand Luxe models, there are no ‘correct’ bracelets for 
Omega Constellations produced during the 1950s and 
earlier 1960s but only bracelets added as ornament by their 
owners.  

 
In many markets it was the Seamaster that first 
appeared in advertising with metal bracelets, while solid 
gold bracelets were featured in Constellation Grand 
Luxe advertising. However, in 1963 Omega was using 
the same solid gold bracelets in its Seamaster 
advertising as it was in its Constellation advertising in 
some American campaigns.   
 
Gradually, however, as the sun rose on the 1960s, 
Omega embraced a broader marketing concept for the 
Constellation and incorporated bracelets into design 
stories when advertising Constellation models, 
particularly with precious metal watch heads. But even 
in 1964, as the pamphlet above indicates, branded 
bracelets were still being offered as an alternative to the 
leather strap to “fit to the Omega of your choice.”  

1959 US ad. Solid gold woven and pinned bracelet on calibre 551 
Case 14393. Note there is no Omega symbol on clasp. These 

bracelets were also used as accessories on calibre 354 and early 
500 series Constellations 
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All Omega bracelets were produced by subcontractors, 
such as Champion, Gay Freres and a number of 
northern Italian precious metal houses. Bracelets were 
also manufactured in home countries such as the 
United Kingdom and the U.S.A. The only way in which 
to tell where bracelets were made is often through the 
hallmarks in precious metal bracelets and in some 
stainless steel bracelets that were stamped ‘Swiss’. 
 
Beads of Rice 
 
In the later 1950s, Omega offered both nine-row and 
seven-row Beads of Rice bracelets to accessorise its 
18mm lug watch heads. In advertisements dating to 
1957 and 1958, solid gold seven-row beads of rice 
bracelets were featured in advertisements for 
Seamasters. This trend of matching beads of rice 
bracelets to Seamasters continued through until at least 
1968 when nine-row BOR bracelets were accessorising 
solid gold Seamaster Cosmic watch heads in US ads. 
 
Confusing attempts to determine authoritative 
‘marriages’ between watch heads and bands is the 
Omega practice of promoting different bands on 
different occasions. For example, the 1959 US 
advertisement on the previous page for a solid gold 
calibre 551 Constellation displaying the watch head 
accessorised by a woven and pinned Milanese bracelet, 
whereas the 1962 US ad opposite shows a calibre 561 
together with a beads of rice bracelet. 
 

Advertising brochures of the late 50s-early 60s period show 
both Seamasters and Constellations sporting both seven and 
nine row (Ref 1036 and 1040) BOR bracelets. So, it cannot be 
said that nine row beads of rice originally belonged to the 
Constellation and the seven row to the Seamaster because 
both styles were often featured in advertising stories, and in 
the case of the 1964 brochure opposite were designated for 
the DeVille and conventional versions of Omega Seamasters 
only. 
 

1962 US ad showing seven-row BOR bracelet 
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Some beads of rice bracelets from the period have the first four 
beads attached to the end pieces. The end pieces have a hollow 
drum through which the spring bar is inserted. The first four beads 
cannot be removed as they are part of the end piece (see opposite)  
 
Earlier stainless and gold plated vintage beads of rice bracelets can 
easily be distinguished from their newer counterparts by examining 
the links. The external, non-beaded links will be solid, rectangular 
and slightly bevelled on the edges, whereas more contemporary 
BOR bracelets have oval-shaped outer links. Vintage solid gold 
beads of rice bracelets, however, often have oval shaped outer links 
as do some 1970s rolled gold examples. 
 
One sees many attempts by the more creative sellers of vintage 
watches to replicate a vintage ‘look’ by marrying an Omega clasp 
with other old bracelets from the period, including that of Tudor 
bands that had roll formed links. 

9 row BOR in gold plate advertised in 
1967 British pamphlet 

British catalogue from 1964 showing 9k metal alternatives to the leather strap. 
These bracelets were manufactured in the U.K. and did not have the Omega logo 

on the clasp 

End pieces with first four beads attached to spring bar 
drum 
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An important factor to consider is that the leather strap with 
Omega buckle was the standard for most 1950s and 60s 
Constellations. While BOR bracelets were featured in many 
advertisements of the time, they were never anything more 
than accessories and were not integral to the watch heads 
they adorned.  
 
In summary, Constellations, Seamasters, Seamaster 
DeVilles, Seamaster Cosmics and indeed Omega Electronic 
DeVilles (as the 1973 brochure opposite shows) have a 
rightful claim to be accessorised by beads of rice bracelets. 
1968 appears to be a reasonable cut-off date with the 
advent of integrated bracelets models. 
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Bracelets for C-Shape Constellations   
 
Following the tradition of the Constellation Grand Luxe models, the solid 
gold C-Shape was the first new style watch in the 1960s to be marketed 
internationally with a selection of purpose-designed 18 karat bracelets. 
While there were designated bracelets for some C-Shape 
Constellations, often Omega shipped the watch head and provided 
retailers with a range of bracelets with which to tempt customers into 
accessorising the watch. Clearly, however, Omega had overcome its 
earlier reluctance of supplying from the factory watch heads with 
bracelets. 
  
Some bracelets were commissioned by Omega and made in Italy, some 
bracelets were most certainly made in the United Kingdom and other 
gold bracelets were made for the U.S. market, but generally there were   
a number of distinct styles of what Omega terms ‘Milanese’ bracelets. 
 
• The finely woven and ribbed Milanese bracelet shown opposite 

above is often seen on calibre 564 C-Shaped Constellations.  
There is no ref number on the bracelet, although it carries the 
Omega symbol.  

• The second illustration shows a deeply ribbed 18k bracelet ref 
368.837.   

• The third picture on the right illustrates a Milanese bracelet with 
standard clasp that often has the number 6772 stamped on the 
clasp. 

 
Bracelets came with normal Omega clasps and also smaller fold-over 
clasp systems as shown below. There was no particular standard 
applied and linked and Milanese bracelets had both styles of clasp: 
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The 1966 calibre 561 C-Shape opposite shows a small brick link bracelet that 
continues the traditions of the earlier Grand Luxe bracelets. Its reference 
number is 368.810 and it accessorised the solid gold dialled model 168.009. 
This model also came in white gold with matching brickwork bracelet. 
 
The ad below shows the later calibre 751 C-Shaped model 168.029 with 
knurled bezel with an expandable solid gold bracelet, reference 368.4076, 
similar in appearance to bracelets that were used to promote the rare 168.023 
solid gold calibre 751 Seamaster chronometer. Other ads featured in ‘Omega 
– A Journey through Time’ and dating from 1968 show the calibre 564 solid 
gold C-Shape sporting what appear to be 368.843 and 368.833 bracelets 
which were also featured in advertising for the solid gold 168.023 Seamaster. 
 
Perhaps one of the most recognisable of all designated gold bands 
accessorising C-Shape Constellations was the reference 368.809 close-linked 
Milanese bracelet etched with fine vertical grooves, seen below right. On 
some occasions this bracelet had fold-over clasps and on others it had the 
normal solid gold clasp as shown on the previous page. 

 
There are erratic standards in respect to 
Omega solid gold bracelets. The lack of 
interpretable hallmarks on the Milanese 
bracelets, and the sometimes lack of 
stamped reference numbers on the clasps, 
makes it extremely difficult to say with 
certainty that a particular bracelet left the 
factory with a particular watch head. 
Bracelets stamped with the prefix 368 
however can be identified through Omega 
factory records.   
 
British C-Shape Constellation bracelets are 

equally problematic because, on many occasions, reference numbers unique to the UK are used. However, on 
precious metal bracelets, the hallmarks are invaluable in dating period of manufacture 
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C-Shaped Constellations, in both stainless steel and 
gold cap, from calibre 564 onwards, could be 
accessorised by the popular 1040/518 19mm brickwork 
bracelet. 
 
While most stainless and gold capped watch heads left 
the factory as watch heads with leather straps, the 
1040/518 bracelet was a popular add-on at point of sale. 
Coming in rolled gold, gold plate and stainless steel, it 
can legitimately accessorise calibre 564 models 
168.009/17, 168.0017, 168.027, 168.039 calibre 751 
models 168.019 and 168.02 and calibre 1021 model 
168.0057. 
 
The last of the in-House Series 
 
As the 1970s dawned, some bracelets accessorising 
calibre 751 watch heads were also used for a range of 
non-integrated bracelet watch heads powered by 1001 
and 1011 movements. While many of the Constellations 
models were offered with integrated bracelets, Omega 
still offered the option of a leather strap to cater for those 
who wanted a classic dress watch. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Classic 1040/518 bracelet on cal 564 C-Shape Constellation 

168.0041, cal 751, 20mm lugs came with leather 
strap or SS bracelet  ref. 1163/702. as did 168.0044  

right. Cal 1001 was replaced by cal 1011 ref 
168.0058. Far right picture shows 1163/702 bracelet 

attached to 168.0044 case. Pictured below it is a gold 
plated 1163/702 on a 168.0058 case 

 

 

As competition from quartz and throw- 
away mechanical watches bit into 
Omega’s market share and threw the 
company into panic,  Omega became 
increasingly erratic in maintaining the 
integrity of the Constellation family. 
Many models went to market without 
having been certified as 
chronometers. No ref number prefix 
166 uncertified Constellations appear 
in the Omega database, making it 
difficult to identify the correct bracelets 
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This essay is a work in progress, particularly in respect 
to bracelets attached to watch heads produced during 
the transition to quartz and the abandonment of 
Omega’s ‘manufacture’ status. Any additional information pertaining to this period would be most welcome.  
 
My thanks to Steve Waddington for his excellent resources at www.old-omegas.com    Thanks also to Eric 
Ptasnik for letting me purloin some of his pictures at http://web.mac.com/eptaz/iWeb/omega/Main.html . Ted 
Hopkins at  http://www.tedsvintagewatches.com  provided some important technical information and of course 
Evan Morgan, once again, provided both support and input. 

Calibre 1022, non-COSC, case 166.0219 came with and 
without bracelet reference number 1297/263 

COSC chronometer calibre 1021 with 38mm square rounded 
case 168.0063 was available with both strap and bracelet 

reference  1235/226 

Calibre 1012, case 166.0234 came on leather strap and also 
bracelet 1297/263 


